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Introduction

“If one wants to get to know the program of the [Islamic] State, its politics, and its legal opinions, one ought to consult its leaders, its statements, its public addresses, its own sources”

—Abu Muhammad al-‘Adnani, official spokesman of the Islamic State, May 21, 2012

For all the headlines surrounding the Islamic State on a daily basis, the group remains for many shrouded in mystery. As Major General Michael K. Nagata, special operations commander for U.S. Central Command, confessed in late December 2014: “We do not understand the movement [i.e., the Islamic State], and until we do, we are not going to defeat it.” Of the group’s ideology he said: “We have not defeated the idea. We do not even understand the idea.”

It is this idea—the ideology of the Islamic State—that forms the subject of this paper.

The pervasive sense of mystery about the group is in a way understandable. While by no means new—it was founded in 2006—the Islamic State seemed to come out of nowhere in 2013–2014. Only in April 2013 did the group, known officially as the Islamic State of Iraq, draw international attention as something more than a mere front for al-Qaeda’s Iraq branch. Announcing its expansion to Syria, the Islamic State of Iraq rechristened itself the Islamic State of Iraq and Sham (ISIS), and so reintroduced itself to the world. After gaining resources, recruits, and momentum, the group redoubled its efforts in Iraq, capturing most of the Sunni areas of that country in June 2014. It then declared itself the caliphate, or the global Islamic empire, nixing the “Iraq and Sham” part of its name in a nod to its extraterritorial ambitions.

The events marking the Islamic State’s dramatic rise from obscurity were sudden and unforeseen. The group and its ideology, however, were well within view for nearly eight years. Frequent, lengthy audio addresses from its senior leaders, on numerous political and theological subjects, were broadcast ad nauseam between 2006 and 2010. This self-marketing campaign laid bare what the Islamic State stood for and what it intended to accomplish. The presentation was not oblique; the ideology of the Islamic State was, and remains, on full display.

The air of mystery about the Islamic State derives from the lack of attention prior to 2013. Conventional wisdom, both in the Middle East and the West, held that al-Qaeda in Iraq had merely changed its name in October 2006 to the Islamic State of Iraq. As is now known, the significance of the “name change” was much greater than was appreciated at the time. It signaled the start of an ambitious political project: the founding of a state in Iraq—a proto-caliphate—that would ultimately expand across the region, proclaim itself the full-fledged caliphate, and go on to conquer the rest of the world. The extent of these ambitions went largely unnoticed.

4. For an exception see Brian Fishman, Fourth Generation Governance: Sheikh Tamimi Defends the Islamic State of Iraq, Combating Terrorism Center, 23 March 2007.
The first iteration of the Islamic State project was a dismal failure. Founded by al-Qaeda in Iraq, the Islamic State emerged at a time when Iraq’s Sunni insurgency was fast losing momentum. The announcement of the state, meant to concentrate the energies of the insurgents, met with little enthusiasm. The Islamic State of Iraq would linger, but it was in disrepair for years. By the time the last U.S. forces left Iraq at the end of 2011, it was a seemingly negligible political actor. But in 2012 the Islamic State resurfaced in a bold attempt finally to implement the plan that it had embarked upon six years earlier.

This paper sets forth the main lines of the ideology of the Islamic State and carefully follows its historical trajectory. Part I, Doctrines, takes up the group’s fundamental religious and political beliefs and places them in the broader context of Islamic political thought. Part II, Development, examines the ideological history of the Islamic State, including the jihadis’ own debates surrounding it, in four discernible stages. The first is that of the genesis of the Islamic State idea in what is called the Zarqawi prelude (2002–2006), the period of jihadism’s initial rise in Iraq under the leadership of Abu Mus’ab al-Zarqawi (d. 2006). The second is that of the Islamic State of Iraq (2006–2013), a largely failed attempt at state formation coinciding with jihadism’s decline in the country. The third is that of the Islamic State of Iraq and Sham (2013–2014), which saw the much-delayed success of the Islamic State idea in the group’s expansion to Syria. The fourth is that of the Islamic State as the outright caliphate (2014–present).⁵

Pursuant to ‘Adnani’s advice in the epigraph above, the sources relied upon here are mainly those of the Islamic State itself. Official statements from the Islamic State, elaborating its doctrines, are translated in the Appendix.

PART I

Doctrines
The Islamic State’s Brand of Jihadi-Salafism

“My dear [Muslim] community: As we did not lie against God when we announced the Islamic State, so we do not lie against God when we say that it will persist...It will persist upon its creed (‘aqida) and its path (manhaj), and it has not, nor will it ever, substitute or abandon these”
—Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, leader of the Islamic State, July 21, 2012

Individual members of the Islamic State are of course driven by numerous factors; not all members are motivated by—or even aware of—the ideology of the group that they support. The Islamic State as a political entity, however, is inconceivable apart from its ideology. The group’s senior leadership, by all appearances highly ideologically driven, sets the policies and direction of the group. The content of the Islamic State’s ideology thus merits serious attention.

That ideology should be understood on two levels. The first is Jihadi-Salafism, the school of Islamic political thought to which the group belongs. The second level is the Islamic State’s hardline orientation within this school, which is to a large degree what separates it from al-Qaeda today.

Jihadi-Salafism

The Islamic State, like al-Qaeda, identifies with a movement in Islamic political thought known as Jihadi-Salafism, or jihadism for short. The group’s leaders explicitly adhere to this movement. For example, in a 2007 audio address, then-Islamic State leader Abu ‘Umar al-Baghdadi appealed “to all Sunnis, and to the young men of Jihadi-Salafism (al-Salafiyya al-Jihadiyya) in particular, across the entire world.” In the same year, his deputy described the Islamic State’s fighters as part of “the current of Jihadi-Salafism.” These were not idle words. Jihadi-Salafism is a distinct ideological movement in Sunni Islam. It encompasses a global network of scholars, websites, media outlets, and, most recently, countless supporters on social media. The movement is predicated on an extremist and minoritarian reading of Islamic scripture that is also textually rigorous, deeply rooted in a premodern theological tradition, and extensively elaborated by a recognized cadre of religious authorities. Only recently has jihadi scholarship, along with the formation of the jihadi school, been the subject of serious academic inquiry.

The Brotherhood Dimension

Two streams of Islamic thought contributed to the emergence of the jihadi school in the later 20th century. The first is associated with the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt. Founded in 1928 by Hasan al-Banna as a political movement bent on winning power and influence in society and capturing the state, the Muslim Brotherhood has never been as doctrinally rigorous as present-day jihadis. The Brotherhood is an exclusively Sunni movement, but it is not implacably hostile to other Islamic sects, such as Shi’ism, or orientations, such as Sufi mysticism. The movement emerged in response to the rise of Western imperialism and the associated decline of Islam in public life, trends it sought to reverse via grassroots Islamic activism.

The Muslim Brotherhood championed the restoration of the caliphate as the ideal system of government for the Islamic world, a popular theme in the earlier 20th century. With the dissolution of the Ottoman Caliphate in 1924, various Muslim leaders and groups across the world, from North Africa to Arabia to Southeast Asia, called for the reestablishment of the caliphate. Yet the Muslim Brotherhood’s emphasis on the caliphate is particularly significant, as the earliest jihadi ideologues and groups emerged as radical splinters from the Brotherhood. Jihadi ambitions for reviving the caliphate would seem to derive from the Brotherhood’s.

The Brotherhood’s founder spoke at length of the caliphate. In one instance he remarked: “Islam requires that the Muslim community unite around one leader or one head, the head of the Islamic State, and it forbids the Muslim community from being divided among states…” Elsewhere Banna commented: “The Muslim Brotherhood puts the idea of the caliphate and work to restore it at the forefront of its plans.”

Yet in practice, as one historian has noted, the Brotherhood evinced “a relative indifference” to actually restoring the caliphate. Building a caliphate was more of a long-term goal than an immediate objective. Banna himself acknowledged that achieving this goal would require significant legwork, including convening conferences and forming political parties and alliances across the Islamic world. Nonetheless, idealistic talk would continue to feature in Brotherhood statements, and occasionally still comes out. As recently as 2012, the Muslim Brotherhood Supreme Guide spoke of reestablishing “the Muslim State.”

### The Salafi Dimension

The second stream of Islamic thought contributing to the Islamic State’s ideology is known as Salafism, a primarily theological movement in Sunni Islam concerned with purifying the faith. Salafism focuses on eliminating idolatry (shirk) and affirming God’s Oneness (tawhid). Salafis view themselves as the only true Muslims, considering those who practice so-called “major idolatry” to be outside the bounds of the Islamic faith. Those worshiping—or perceived to be worshiping—stones, saints, tombs, etc., are considered apostates, deserters of the religion. These include the Shi’a and, for many Salafis, democrats, or those participating in a democratic system. The Shi’a are guilty of shirk on account of their excessive reverence of the Prophet Muhammad’s family, among other things, while democrats err in assigning “partners” to God in legislation, deemed the prerogative of the Divine Legislator.

A distinctive Salafi intellectual genealogy extends to medieval times. The writings of the Syrian Hanbali scholar Ibn Taymiyya (d. 1328) and his students provide the core Salafi theological corpus. Later significant Salafi thinkers came from the Wahhabi movement, or Wahhabism, a subset of Salafism founded in the Arabian Peninsula by Muhammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahhab (d. 1792). In the late 18th century Wahhabism was wedded to the Saudi political establishment, and remains so today. The Saudis helped the Wahhabs to impose their version of the faith across Arabia by waging jihad against perceived heretics for the sake of eliminating shirk and affirming tawhid. Wahhabi jihad involved the destruction of tombs and shrines and the enforcement of proper ritual practices, as well as cleansing Islam of Shi’ism.

---

The anti-Shi’ite element in jihadism derives from Salafism’s historical animus toward the Shi’as. In 1792, for example, Saudi Wahhabi forces launched an attack on the Shi’ite center of al-Ahsa’ in eastern Arabia in order to stamp out Shi’ite practices there. Later, in 1801, they besieged the two holiest Shi’ite shrine cities of Najaf and Karbala in Iraq, pillaging Karbala and killing several thousand. As late as 1927, the leading Wahhabi scholars of the Saudi kingdom sought forcibly to “convert” the Shi’as of the country’s eastern province or else expel them. The modern Kingdom of Saudi Arabia no longer actively prosecutes the anti-Shi’ite war; anti-Shi’ite sentiment, however, still runs deep in Salafism.

The Emergence of the Jihadi School

In the later decades of the twentieth century the Arab Middle East saw the rise of violent Islamist groups influenced by both Muslim Brotherhood activism and Salafi exclusivism. These groups, including Egyptian Islamic Jihad and the Islamic Group, in Egypt, and the Armed Islamic Group and the Salafi Group for Preaching and Combat, in Algeria, were the forerunners of today’s Jihadi-Salafi groups. Ideologically, their main inspiration was Sayyid Qutb, a prolific Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood ideologue who advocated a radical, revolutionary version of Brotherhood activism. These groups aimed to overthrow the established governments and replace them with Islamic states. Al-Qaeda shared a similar ideology but advocated a different strategy, focusing on attacking the United States as the first step to creating an Islamic state in the Middle East. Al-Qaeda’s leader, Osama Bin Laden, spoke frequently of restoring the caliphate.

In conjunction with the rise of these groups, there also appeared a loose-knit network of independent scholars who gave ideological substance to the emergent jihadi movement. The works of scholars like the Jordanian-Palestinian Abu Muhammad al-Maqdisi and the Syrian Abu Basir al-Tartusi helped set the tone of the movement. Influenced more by Qutb and the Brotherhood early on, these scholars gradually distanced themselves from him and adopted a more Salafi orientation. Their focus on the more violent aspects of Salafism gave birth to Jihadi-Salafism.

In the last 20 years jihadism has thus been increasingly dominated by its Salafi dimension. As a result, Muslim Brotherhood authors, who according to Salafis do not adhere to proper theology, are seldom quoted or referenced by modern jihadis. Rather, works by Ibn Taymiyya and the scholars of the Wahhabi tradition have become the ideological backbone of the movement.

The Islamic State’s Brand of Jihadi-Salafism

If jihadism were to be placed on a political spectrum, al-Qaeda would be its left and the Islamic State its right. In principle, both groups adhere to Salafi theology and exemplify the increasingly Salafi character of the jihadi movement. But the Islamic State does so with greater severity. In contrast with al-Qaeda, it is absolutely uncompromising on doctrinal matters, prioritizing the promotion of an unforgiving strain of Salafi thought.

The Islamic State’s adoption of this acutely severe version of Jihadi-Salafism is attributable to Abu

---

16. Salafis are by no means the only Sunni Muslims to show hostility toward the Shi’as in Islamic history. Salafis, however, have made anti-Shi’ism a central component of their identity.


20. It should be pointed out that many if not most Salafis today are politically quietist, “arguing that all forms of overt political organization and action, let alone violence, are forbidden…and moreover [that] obedience to Muslim rulers—even unjust ones—is religiously mandated.” See Haykel, “On the Nature of Salafi Thought and Action,” 48–50.


Mus‘ab al-Zarqawi, the founder of al-Qaeda in Iraq who studied theology with the prominent jihadi scholar Abu Muhammad al-Maqdisi. The first leaders of the Islamic State, Abu ‘Umar al-Baghdadi and Abu Hamza al-Muhajir, were likewise Jihadi-Salafi stalwarts. Their speeches drew extensively on established Salafi authorities, many of them from the Wahhabi tradition. The current official spokesman of the Islamic State, Abu Muhammad al-‘Adnānī, even taught the writings of Muhammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahhab to fellow jihadis. A Vice News documentary of the Islamic State from August 2014 showed an official preaching van in Raqqah, Syria plastered with Wahhabi catechisms. Some Islamic State official publications are little more than long quotations from Wahhabi scholars.

The Islamic State’s texts and speeches emphasize a number of doctrinal concepts. The most prominent of these stipulate: all Muslims must associate exclusively with fellow “true” Muslims and dissociate from anyone not fitting this narrow definition; failure to rule in accordance with God’s law constitutes unbelief; fighting the Islamic State is tantamount to apostasy; all Shi‘a Muslims are apostates deserving of death; and the Muslim Brotherhood and Hamas are traitors against Islam, among many other things. Importantly, the Islamic State anchors these concepts in traditional Salafi literature, and is more dogmatic about their application than al-Qaeda.

The group’s approach to the doctrine of jihad also bears a distinctly Salafi imprint. Traditionally, jihad, including those in al-Qaeda, have espoused “defensive jihad,” casting their militant acts as defensive in nature. They perceive the Middle East to be under attack by secular “apostate” rulers and their Western “crusader” backers. The Islamic State also advocates for “defensive jihad.” As former Islamic State leader Abu ‘Umar al-Baghdadi once observed, “The rulers of Muslim lands are traitors, unbelievers, sinners, liars, deceivers, and criminals.” What is more, he said in 2007, “[we believe that] fighting them is of greater necessity than fighting the occupying crusader.”

The Islamic State also emphasizes the offensive form of jihad, which in the Wahhabi tradition is premised on the uprooting of shirk, idolatry, wherever it is found. For example, in a 2007 speech Abu ‘Umar al-Baghdadi quoted a Wahhabi-trained scholar on the purpose of jihad: “The end to which fighting the unbelievers leads is no idolater (mushrik) remaining in the world.” In another speech, Baghdadi explicitly emphasized the importance of “offensive jihad,” which he defined as “going after the apostate unbelievers by attacking [them] in their home territory, in order to make God’s word most high and until there is no persecution.” Consistent with Wahhabi doctrine, “persecution” is understood to mean idolatry.

The Islamic State’s “offensive jihad” is directed mainly against the region’s Shi‘a. Apart from theology, the perception that the Shi‘a have expansionist designs on the Middle East necessitates fighting them. The Shi‘ite project, so it is believed, aims at

24. See Majmū‘, passim. Some of the more commonly cited Wahhabi authorities are Muhammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahhab himself, Hamad ibn ‘Atiq (d. 1884), and ‘Abd al-Raḥmān ibn Sa‘dī (d. 1956).
27. See, for example, the booklet al-Tāḥīḥ, Maktabat al-Himma, 2013, https://archive.org/download/Hima-Library/taghout_web.pdf, which is an assemblage of quotations from Muhammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahhab, Abdallāh Abā Buṭayn (d. 1865), Sulaymān ibn Suḥmān (d. 1950), and ‘Abd al-Raḥmān ibn Qāsim (d. 1972).
28. See Majmū‘, 70–75, 15, 82, 14, 37–38, and 60.
29. The classic formulation of such defensive jihad was given by the Egyptian Muhammad ‘Abd al-Salām Faraj (d. 1982), translated in Johannes J.G.ansen, The Neglected Duty: The Creed of Sadat’s Assassins and Islamic Resurgence in the Middle East (New York: MacMillan, 1986).
a “Shi’ite crescent extending from Tehran to Beirut.” The Islamic Republic of Iran, Hezbollah in Lebanon, and the Asad regime in Syria all form part of this “crescent.” Iran’s leaders are aiming “to turn Iraq into a Shi’ite state,” and the United States is complicit in their plan. According to the Islamic State, Iraq’s recent historical transition from a Sunni to a Shi’ite majority is evidence of a creeping “Shi’itization.” As Abu ‘Umar al-Baghdadi once asserted, it was only in the last 50 to 70 years that Sunni conversion to Shi’ism began. Before then, Iraq was a Sunni country.

Separately, al-Qaeda and the Islamic State equally emphasize the need to restore the caliphate, though they are at odds as to whether the Islamic State has actually done this.

**Claiming the Salafi-Wahhabi Heritage**

The most prominent jihadi scholars, despite their own Salafi rigor, have tended to side with al-Qaeda over the Islamic State in the developing feud between the two groups. This is partly due to their loyalty to al-Qaeda and its senior leadership. Proliferation of jihadi scholars also object to the Islamic State’s inclination toward extreme and arbitrary violence, including gruesome beheadings, and its perceived excess in the practice of takfīr, or declaring other Muslims to be unbelievers.

The Islamic State, however, maintains its own scholarly authorities, largely drawn from a younger generation. The most prominent (and possibly most influential) of these scholars is the 30-year-old Bahraini Turki al-Bin’ali. A former student of Abu Muhammad al-Maqdisi, Bin’ali is now a resident Islamic State scholar and is rumored to be a top authority. In mid-2014, after falling out with his former mentor over the Islamic State’s feud with al-Qaeda, Bin’ali authored a bitter refutation of his teacher. Bin’ali compared Maqdisi’s rejection of the Islamic State to a famous 18th-century Yemeni scholar’s rejection of the early Wahhabi movement in Arabia. This Yemeni had originally welcomed the young Wahhabi state, only to denounce it upon rumors of excess in violence and takfīr. It is on the same grounds, Bin’ali complained, that Maqdisi today has denounced the Islamic State.

Bin’ali’s point in drawing this comparison was clear: from his perspective, the Islamic State is—like the early Wahhabi state before it—the true keeper of the Salafi-Wahhabi heritage. Confident in this role, it will never relinquish its divine mission. Jihadis who fail to support the Islamic State are simply on the wrong side of history.

---

36. Ibid.
40. On this rumor see the Tweet from @wikibaghdadi, Twitter Post, 13 November 2014, https://twitter.com/wikibaghdady/status/532890372518510401.
PART II

Development
The Zarqawi Prelude (2002–2006)

“The path that [Shaykh Zarqawi] tread—whose waymarks he put in place and guided toward—those who came after him followed its course. And we, God willing, are following in their footsteps”
– Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, April 9, 2013

The Islamic State’s ideology developed within the context of the Iraqi insurgency of the early 2000s. This period saw the arrival in Iraq of a younger generation of jihadis influenced by the more extreme strain of Jihadi-Salafism. The most influential of these young men was the Jordanian Abu Mus’ab al-Zarqawi, who inspired and set in motion the ideological trajectory that the Islamic State continues to follow.

Zarqawi directly contributed to the Islamic State’s two most prominent ideological tenets: an extreme anti-Shi’ism and a focus on restoring the caliphate. While Zarqawi’s sectarian views clashed with the al-Qaeda leadership’s, he shared al-Qaeda’s emphasis on the caliphate.

Zarqawi’s “Path”

Born in Jordan in 1966, Ahmad Fadil Nazzal al-Khalayila, better known as Abu Mus’ab al-Zarqawi, received little formal secular or religious education. He nonetheless became a key exponent of jihadism in Jordan.

In the late 1980s Zarqawi left Jordan to participate in the anti-Soviet jihad in Afghanistan, where he began a close relationship with Abu Muhammad al-Maqdisi, from whom Zarqawi learned the strict tenets of Jihadi-Salafism. Between 1994 and 1999, Zarqawi and Maqdisi were imprisoned in Jordan, where together they led a jihadi missionary group. Through the hardship of prison, Zarqawi developed into a charismatic leader and cultivated a following. Upon his release in 1999, he returned with some followers to the Afghanistan-Pakistan area, setting up a training camp in the western Afghan city of Herat.

Zarqawi’s activities in Afghanistan during this period presaged the ideological stringency of today’s Islamic State. Zarqawi distanced himself from al-Qaeda, whose main base was in the east of the country. The Egyptian al-Qaeda military commander Sayf al-‘Adl, who cooperated with Zarqawi in Afghanistan between 1999 and 2001, confirms that Zarqawi was only loosely affiliated with al-Qaeda. Zarqawi did not give Bin Laden the oath of fealty, or ba‘ya. According to ‘Adl, Zarqawi’s Herat training camp served as a center for more Salafi-leaning jihadis. Maqdisi likewise stated that Zarqawi did not submit to Bin Laden’s authority in Afghanistan due to his stricter theology.

After the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan, Zarqawi and his associates moved to the Kurdish areas of northern Iraq in 2002 where they formed a group called Jama‘at al-Tawhid wa-l-Jihad (“the Group of God’s Unity and Jihad”). In 2004 Zarqawi finally gave bay‘a to Osama Bin Laden, thereby christening the group al-Qaeda in Iraq.

**Zarqawi’s Anti-Shi’ism**

Zarqawi articulated a strategy of deliberately targeting the Iraqi Shi‘ite community with the intention of stoking civil war. In a February 2004 letter to the al-Qaeda leadership, later intercepted by U.S. forces, Zarqawi attacked the Shi‘a in both theological and political terms, and his arguments remain a staple of the Islamic State’s ideology. In a February 2012 audio statement, Abu Muhammad al-‘Adnani referred his listeners to Zarqawi’s lectures as the definitive word on the Shi‘a.

Addressing the Shi‘a through a theological lens, Zarqawi cited a number of classical Sunni Muslim authorities, including Ibn Taymiyya, to make the case that the Shi‘a are beyond the bounds of Islam. He furthermore attributed to them a sinister and duplicitous role in Islamic history. For example, he called the Safavid dynasty, the 16th-17th-century Iranian dynasty that converted Iran to Shi‘ism, “a dagger that stabbed Islam and the Muslims in the back,” and he pointed to a Shi‘ite role in the Mongol sacking of Baghdad in 1258. In the present era, he went on, this age-old Shi‘ite deceit takes the form of a bid for regional hegemony, through an attempt to create a Shi‘ite state across the Middle East. “Their aspirations are expanding by the day to create a Shi‘ite state extending from Iran across Iraq and Syria and Lebanon all the way to the paper Gulf kingdom.”

Though at the time of his writing the Americans were an occupying power in Iraq, Zarqawi saw the Shi‘a as the greater threat. While “the Crusader forces will disappear from sight tomorrow or the day after,” the Shi‘a will remain “the proximate, dangerous enemy of the Sunnis…The danger from the Shi‘a…is greater and their damage worse and more destructive to the [Islamic] nation than the Americans.” The Shi‘ite historical hatred of Sunnis cannot be overcome, according to Zarqawi, with goodwill. Rather the only solution is battlefield victory.

Zarqawi believed that the Shi‘a would willingly cooperate with the Americans in order to seize power in Iraq. His letter thus advocated attacking the Shi‘a in order to spark a civil war and rally Sunnis to the cause of jihad in Iraq. As he put it, “targeting and hitting [the Shi‘a] in [their] religious, political, and military depth will provoke them to show the Sunnis their rabies and bare the teeth of the hidden rancor working in their breasts. If we succeed in dragging them into the arena of sectarian war, it will become possible to awaken the inattentive Sunnis as they feel imminent danger and annihilating death at the hands of these Sabeans [i.e., Shi‘a].”

Zarqawi pursued this strategy in Iraq. Both Ayman al-Zawahiri, al-Qaeda’s second-in-command, and Abu Muhammad al-Maqdisi, Zarqawi’s former teacher, would criticize Zarqawi for targeting the Shi‘a. Zawahiri contended that the Shi‘ite masses were not necessarily infidels who could be fought; rather they were excused their theological errors on account of their ignorance.

---


51. Ibid., 64.


54. Ibid., 73. Translation in Haykel, “Al-Qa‘ida and Shi‘ism,” 194.

Zarqawi’s (and al-Qaeda’s) Plan for the Caliphate

While Zarqawi and the central al-Qaeda leadership were at odds over the Shi’a, they shared an ambition to found a state in Iraq to serve as the protocaliphate, a goal that was articulated even before Zarqawi’s relocation to northern Iraq in 2002.

The al-Qaeda military strategist Sayf al-‘Adl claims to have discussed this matter with Zarqawi in Iran, where both fled in late 2001 in the wake of the American invasion of Afghanistan. Speaking of Zarqawi’s intended relocation to Iraq, ‘Adl wrote: “This [would be] our historical opportunity by means of which perhaps we would be able to establish the Islamic State, which would have the main role in eradicating oppression and helping establish the Truth in the world, God willing. I was in agreement with my brother Abu Mus’ab in this analysis.” From the evidence at hand, it is not clear whether the idea for establishing this embryonic caliphate in Iraq began with Zarqawi or with his al-Qaeda counterparts. In any event, both would propagate this idea between 2004 and 2006.

In mid-2005 three al-Qaeda leaders wrote to Zarqawi to discuss their statehood ambitions for Iraq. The first, Sayf al-‘Adl, instructed Zarqawi that “it is necessary for you to announce, clearly and plainly, that your objective is to recommence Islamic life by means of establishing the Islamic State, which will proceed to solve all the problems of the [Muslim] community.” ‘Adl was optimistic, claiming that “facts and circumstances, my dear brother, are propitious and favorable for announcing this state.”

Zawahiri followed up with a letter to Zarqawi in July 2005 that was intercepted by U.S. forces. Zawahiri outlined a four-stage strategy for al-Qaeda in Iraq, telling Zarqawi to expel the Americans, establish an Islamic state, expand the jihad to Iraq’s neighbors, and ultimately confront Israel. Zawahiri described the first two goals as “near-term.” Like ‘Adl he appeared optimistic, envisioning the Islamic state to be in the offing. He hoped that eventually it would “reach the status of the caliphate.”

The third al-Qaeda leader, ‘Atiyyat Allah al-Libi (d. 2011), wrote Zarqawi in December 2005. His letter seemed to take for granted that it was Zarqawi’s objective to establish the kind of state described by ‘Adl and Zawahiri. Only in passing did he refer to Zarqawi’s aim to “destroy a power and a state and erect on their debris the Islamic State, or at least [what] is to be a building block in the right direction toward it.”

Zarqawi’s numerous public pronouncements indicate that the leader of al-Qaeda in Iraq was fully on board with this caliphate strategy. Before officially joining his group to al-Qaeda, Zarqawi had spoken several times in favor of it. In May 2004 he said, “I am currently in Iraq waging jihad with my brothers to establish for Islam a homeland and for the Qur’an a state”; in July, “the dawn of the Qur’anic state has appeared”; and in August, “We in Jama’at al-Tawhid wal-Jihad are assailing the enemy and fighting injustice aiming to return the caliphate to the earth, apply the Shari’a, and establish the Abrahamic religion.” In his October 2004 pledge of fealty to Osama Bin Laden, Zarqawi anticipated the dawn of the caliphate, saying, “[its establishment] could be [achieved] by our hands.”
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The Islamic State: An Idea in Motion

In 2006 al-Qaeda in Iraq was edging closer to establishing the much-discussed state. On January 15, Zarqawi’s group formed the Mujahidin Shura Council, which united al-Qaeda in Iraq with five other jihadi organizations operating in the area. The new council, ostensibly headed by an Iraqi, had the stated purpose of closing jihadi ranks in Iraq at a time when al-Qaeda in Iraq was declining in popularity. In April, Zarqawi, showing his face in a video message for the first time, hailed the Mujahidin Shura Council as “the starting point for establishing an Islamic state.” In a fuller version of the video recovered by U.S. forces in May, Zarqawi was more specific: “We hope to God that within three months from now the environment will be favorable for us to announce an Islamic emirate.”

Two months from the time of the video, on June 7, Zarqawi was killed by a U.S. airstrike. But in October the emirate he had foretold was founded.

Upon Zarqawi’s death, al-Qaeda urged the jihadis in Iraq to press on with the caliphate strategy. In his June eulogy of Zarqawi, Zawahiri reiterated what he had outlined in his letter a year before. Addressing “my mujahidin brothers in Iraq,” he said: “know that the community of Islam has put its hopes on you, and that it is necessary for you to establish the Islamic State in Iraq, then to make your way toward captive Jerusalem and restore the caliphate.” That process was indeed underway.


“Some have written fatwas calling for the dissolution of the [Islamic] State. They have claimed that it is a paper state, an Internet state. They have encouraged criminals to act against it. Blood has been shed on account of their fatwas”
– Abu Hamza al-Muhajir, former war minister of the Islamic State, October 24, 2008

2006–2013 witnessed the establishment of the abortive Islamic State of Iraq (ISI), a group that both Western and regional media referred to as al-Qaeda in Iraq. While there were indeed links between al-Qaeda in Afghanistan and Pakistan and the fledgling Islamic State, the latter was from the beginning never fully subordinate to al-Qaeda. Significantly, the central al-Qaeda leadership showed only minimal enthusiasm for the establishment of the state that it had previously called for, likely because it lost control of the state-building process and tired of the hardline ideology disposing the Islamic State to ignore orders from the al-Qaeda leadership.

Establishing the State

On June 12, 2006, al-Qaeda in Iraq announced a successor to the late Zarqawi as leader of al-Qaeda in Iraq: an Egyptian named Abu Hamza al-Muhajir (aka Abu Ayyub al-Masri, d. 2010). The new leader, a close aide to Zarqawi, was a former member of Zawahiri’s Islamic Jihad Group in Egypt. His position was short-lived, however, as al-Qaeda in Iraq soon ceased to exist in any official capacity.

On October 12, 2006, the Mujahidin Shura Council announced an alliance of several more jihadi factions and Sunni tribal leaders known as the Alliance of the Scented Ones, which three days later announced the establishment of “the Islamic State of Iraq.” The emirate’s writ was to run through “Baghdad, Anbar, Diyala, Kirkuk, Salah al-Din, Nineveh, and parts of the provinces of Babil and Wasit.” The audio statement unveiling the Islamic State came from its newly proclaimed media spokesman, an Iraqi named Muharib al-Juburi (d. 2007). Juburi identified the state’s leader as “Commander of the Faithful” Abu ‘Umar al-Baghdadi (d. 2010).

A former police officer whose real name was Hamid Dawud Khalil al-Zawi, Baghdadi became the leader of the jihadi movement in Iraq, appointing Abu Hamza as his deputy and war minister of the Islamic State. Neither would show his face to the media, but both frequently used the Islamic State’s official Furqan Media Agency to address the world.

Islamic State of Iraq, or Islamic State in Iraq?

The state announced in October 2006 by Muharib al-Juburi was known by two names. More officially, it was “the Islamic State of Iraq” (Dawlat al-Iraq al-Islamiyya), but it also went by “the Islamic State in Iraq” (al-Dawla al-Islamiyya fi ’l-Iraq), or simply “the Islamic State” (al-Dawla al-Islamiyya) for short. The distinction underscores the two ways in which the new polity was billed to the Iraqi public and the larger Islamic world.
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The Islamic State of Iraq was presented as a state for Iraq’s Sunni population. The Kurdish and Shi’ite communities had staked out semi-autonomous zones following the U.S. invasion in 2003; this was to be the Sunni zone. Juburi described the new state as such in his announcement: “After the Kurds have taken possession of a state in the north, and the Shi’a have been established in a federal state in the middle and south… it has become necessary for the honorable and free Sunnis among the mujahidin and engaged scholars and notables to give something [comparable] to their brothers and their sons… especially in light of the farcical drama known as ‘Maliki’s state,’ in which, sadly, traitorous Sunnis have played roles.”75

The Islamic State in Iraq was billed as a state for the world’s Muslims, the proto-caliphate championed by Zarqawi and al-Qaeda. In this sense, Juburi spoke of his group as “following the example of the Prophet’s tribe of Quraysh, establishing a traditional caliphate.” “We are not the sons of Sykes-Picot,” he continued. “We are the sons of [the Prophet Muhammad].”77 As Abu ‘Umar al-Baghdadi said in his second public address, delivered on February 3, 2007, “We are fighting not for any patriotism but rather for God’s word to be the most high.”78

The newly proclaimed leader of the Islamic State was titled amir al-mu’minin (“Commander of the Faithful”), the traditional title of caliphs in Islamic history, and he was described as a descendent of the Prophet’s tribe of Quraysh, establishing a traditional qualification for the office of the caliphate.79 All Iraqi Sunnis were called on to give him the oath of fealty, or bay’a, and Baghdadi soon identified all Iraqis failing to do so as sinners.80 If not the caliph already, Baghdadi was being presented, and presenting himself, as caliph-in-waiting.

“Informing Mankind”

In January 2007 the Islamic State’s Shari’a Council issued a lengthy scholarly justification of its statehood claim called “Informing Mankind of the Birth of the Islamic State.”81 The treatise attempted to establish the Islamic State’s legitimacy in terms of Islamic law, or Shari’a. Sunni literature on government is traditionally ambiguous concerning the nature of the state in question, so the Islamic State could thus conveniently draw on such literature to suggest—but not assert—that it was the caliphate.

The treatise identified three traditionally legitimate avenues for a ruler to assume power in Islam: (1) election by an elite group of electors known as the abl al-hall wa’l-aqd (“those who loose and bind”); (2) designation by the preceding ruler; and (3) seizure of power by brute force.82 The work argued that the Islamic State pursued the first course.

---
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According to the authors, the *ahl al-hall wa'l-'aqd* in Iraq were those waging jihad against the Americans and Shi'a, constituted in the Alliance of the Scented Ones established in mid-October. The Alliance was representative and inclusive, based on the principle of consultation. The Alliance had reportedly obtained the support of more than 60% of the local Sunni tribal shaykhs for the Islamic State project; it also attempted to consult with other Sunni Islamist groups but had little success. In any event, the project went ahead in view of the overriding legal obligation to appoint a leader in one’s absence.

The treatise justified the Islamic State’s statehood claim on the basis of its supposed political success and promotion of Salafi theology and Islamic law. The American military, the authors claimed, was breathing its last breaths in Iraq, and the Iraqi government was a farce, creating an opportune moment for building a state. The mujahidin held the real authority in the Sunni areas of Iraq. Taking one of Juburi’s arguments a step further, the work argued that the territory of the newly formed Islamic State was actually larger than—not just equal to—that of the original Islamic state founded by the Prophet Muhammad in Medina.

The treatise also boasted of having brought true *tawḥīd* (God’s unity) to Iraq, ridding the land of *shirk* (idolatry) and destroying shrines. The State had also established Shari’a courts and appointed Muslim judges to rule in accordance with Islamic law. The foundation of the state was to be a “major political blow and great shock to the enemy,” marking a momentous advance for the jihadi movement. Waxing caliphal, it stated: “This state of Islam has arisen anew to strike down its roots in the region, as was the religion’s past one of strength and glory…The territory of Iraq today is ready for a great Islamic project…its resources and riches are sufficient to push the region toward a great Islamic tide.”

**Initial Reception**

The announcement of the Islamic State in Iraq was celebrated on jihadi media, which recognized the significance of the state’s founding. Leading jihadi online forums soon displayed a banner—as they continue to do so—counting the number of days passed since the state’s establishment. The banner reads: “[a certain number of] days have passed since the state’s establishment. The mujahidin held the real authority in the Sunni areas of Iraq.” Taking one of Juburi’s arguments a step further, the work argued that the territory of the newly formed Islamic State was actually larger than—not just equal to—that of the original Islamic state founded by the Prophet Muhammad in Medina.

But outside the narrow world of the jihadi Internet, the announcement of an Islamic state in Iraq drew little attention. The new entity had difficulty convincing either Iraqis or outside observers that it was more than just a new name for al-Qaeda in Iraq. Abu ‘Umar al-Baghdadi and Abu Hamza al-Muhajir both complained that Iraqis and foreigners wrongly persisted in calling their Islamic State of Iraq a branch of al-Qaeda. Their claim to have founded a state was not being taken seriously.

The Islamic State even failed to unite the Jihadi-Salafi groups active in Iraq at the time. One of these, the Islamic Army of Iraq, issued a searing critique of the Islamic State in early April 2007. This came partly
in response to an audio address by Abu ‘Umar al-Baghdadi from mid-March labeling as “sinners” all members of jihadi groups who failed to carry out the “duty of the age”—i.e., giving bay’ā to the Islamic State’s leader.96 The Islamic Army of Iraq called this kind of talk “dangerous,” and accused the Islamic State of killing more than 30 of its members for refusing “to give bay’ā to al-Qaeda, or its other names.” Clearly the Islamic Army did not recognize the establishment of any state. The statement ended with an appeal to Osama Bin Laden to restrain his—as it was perceived—Iraqi affiliate.97

The scholarly authorities of Jihadi-Salafism, for their part, offered little commentary on the controversial announcement. The most prominent of the few scholars to do so was the Kuwaiti Hamid al-'Ali, one of the leaders of Kuwait’s Salafi community and a known al-Qaeda sympathizer.98 Like the Islamic Army of Iraq, ‘Ali likewise took issue with Baghdadi’s description of Iraqi Sunnis who were withholding bay’ā as “sinners.” In a fatwa issued on his website on April 4, 2007, ‘Ali urged the Islamic State to renounce its establishment of a state and return to what it was before, “a jihadi faction among the other jihadi factions.”99 From ‘Ali’s perspective, the very idea of the Islamic State of Iraq was problematic, as it suggested itself as “the legitimate imamate known in the Shari’a,” i.e., the caliphate. In his view, Abu ‘Umar al-Baghdadi’s “state” did not meet the test of statehood, which is political capability; as such it was not a state in any actual sense. Several months later, ‘Ali wrote a poem ridiculing the Islamic State as “imaginary” and existing only online.100

The conflict between the Islamic State of Iraq and the Islamic Army of Iraq, including the contribution of Hamid al-'Ali, drew the attention of some pro-Islamic State jihadi scholars. One of these, Abu Dujana al-Khurasani, accused ‘Ali and the Islamic Army of colluding against the Islamic State. He criticized the Islamic Army for its local focus and supposed willingness to cooperate with the Baghdad government; in contrast, the Islamic State had in its view “the expanses of the Islamic caliphate.”101

Turki al-Bin’ali, the young Bahraini scholar who wrote under a pseudonym at the time, fumed at ‘Ali for his hypocrisy. ‘Ali, he said, was supporting Hamas, deemed by most jihadis to be insufficiently Islamic, while accusing “the Islamic State of Iraq of not possessing the fundamentals of a state.” He referred the Kuwaiti to the argument found in Informing Mankind that asserted the Islamic State covered a greater territorial expanse than the Prophet’s original state.102

The debate surrounding the Islamic State’s legitimacy died down quickly. In Iraq, the Salahwa, or “Awakening” movement of Iraq’s Sunni tribes, was ascendant, rendering both the Islamic State and Islamic Army increasingly weaker and less relevant politically. For jihadis outside of Iraq, the celebration of the protocaliphate’s advent subsided. All that remained was the banner on jihadi forums marking the time passed.

Relations with al-Qaeda

Al-Qaeda was not consulted at the time of the Islamic State’s founding.103 Although al-Qaeda voiced nominal support for the new emirate, com-
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munication between the two groups was minimal and relations were strained.

Al-Qaeda praised the Islamic State in December 2007, when Osama Bin Laden issued an audio statement defending the state against the likes of the Islamic Army of Iraq and Hamid al-'Ali. Describing the Islamic State’s fighters as “among the most committed to the Truth and loyal to the way of the Prophet,” Bin Laden said that other Sunni militants in Iraq had no excuse in hesitating to give bay'aa to Abu 'Umar al-Baghdadi. Bin Laden criticized the argument that “full political capability is a condition for establishing the Islamic Emirate in the present time”; if that were so then “Islam would never achieve a state.” The United States, he said, with its military might, has the ability “to make war on any state and bring down its government” at will. Given the example of the Prophet, who founded his state amid trying circumstances, full political capability cannot be a legitimate condition for founding a state.104

Earlier in the month, Ayman al-Zawahiri had also welcomed “the establishment of the Islamic State of Iraq,” appealing to “all my mujahidin brethren in Iraq to join this blessed caravan.” Zawahiri was apparently still hopeful that the new statelet could ultimately become the long-awaited caliphate. He urged “the Islamic community altogether to support this fledgling, nascent state, for it is, God willing, the portal to the liberation of Palestine and to the revival of the caliphal Islamic state.”105

The Islamic State and al-Qaeda appeared to agree that the affiliate known as al-Qaeda in Iraq no longer existed. Abu 'Umar al-Baghdadi proclaimed in late 2007: “[al-Qaeda in Iraq] was officially dissolved in favor of the Islamic State.”106 Around the same time Ayman al-Zawahiri remarked that “there is nothing in Iraq today called al-Qaeda. Rather the group al-Qaeda in Iraq has merged with other jihadi groups into the Islamic State of Iraq, may God protect it, which is a legitimate emirate.”107 Yet the agreement seemed to end there.

In private, relations between al-Qaeda and the Islamic State were fraught. Poor communication represented a problem, as it had during the Zarqawi era. The al-Qaeda leadership had repeatedly chided Zarqawi’s branch for its failure to communicate. In a December 2005 letter to Zarqawi, Atiyat Allah al-Libi remarked that there was practically no coordination between the leadership and its Iraqi branch, referring to “current disruption and loss of communication.” He gave Zarqawi a direct “order” to prioritize dispatching messengers to meet with al-Qaeda’s leaders. He added that preparing messengers was far more important than preparing “brothers for certain operations like the recent Amman hotels [operation],” referring to a series of bomb attacks on hotels in the Jordanian capital in November.108

Relations did not improve with the announcement of the Islamic State. In March 2008 Zawahiri wrote to Abu Hamza al-Muhajir requesting “comprehensive and detailed reports on your current conditions,” noting that this request had been made repeatedly.109 He attached to his letter an older one from Sayf al-'Adl, dated November 2007, which likewise urged Abu Hamza not to “forget to communicate, for we are awaiting your news and reports about your conditions...All of our previous requests...we are still awaiting [responses to] them.”110

When news finally did reach the al-Qaeda leadership, they were appalled by the state of affairs in Iraq. The Islamic State’s founding had been a miserable failure. In late April 2007 the Islamic State’s senior jurist, a Saudi named Abu Sulayman al-Utaybi, drafted a letter to al-Qaeda’s leaders alerting them to the discouraging situation. Not only was the Islamic State losing territory in its supposed strongholds, such as Ramadi, but its leaders were misrepresenting reality. Abu Hamza’s oft-repeated claim to have won the support of numerous Sunni Arab tribal shaykhs was simply untrue. The Islamic State’s media arm was releasing videos of old operations as if they were new. The group was in disarray. The announcement of the state had been rushed and the “commander of the faithful,” Abu ‘Umar al-Baghdadi, had been chosen haphazardly.111 When al-Qaeda’s leaders received the letter, apparently near the end of the year, they were understandably worried. They requested a detailed response from Abu Hamza.112

Meanwhile, in spring 2007, one of al-Qaeda’s senior religious scholars, the Palestinian Abu ‘l-Walid al-Ansari, dispatched a harsh letter to Baghdadi and Abu Hamza criticizing their failure to consult al-Qaeda before declaring their state.113 Ansari was against the idea of dissolving the state, as such a move would be to the advantage of “the enemies,” but he clearly regretted its founding.114 He mentioned that “many” in al-Qaeda had “questions and concerns” about the newly announced Islamic State and that it had been a cause of anxiety and fear.115 Ansari asked the new emirate’s leaders for a report on the circumstances leading up to their decision.116 This may have been provided by Abu Hamza, who, according to Zawahiri, wrote al-Qaeda a letter “justifying the establishment of the state.”117 The exact nature of the relationship between al-Qaeda and the Islamic State was not revealed to the public at this time, and continues to be debated. In 2014 Zawahiri would claim that Abu Hamza al-Muhajir had conveyed in secret the Islamic State’s “loyalty” (wa‘al) to the al-Qaeda leadership.118 It appears, however, that the group did not give bay’a, the oath of fealty, to al-Qaeda’s leader, the standard practice for al-Qaeda affiliates.

In any event, the Islamic State’s secret “loyalty” to al-Qaeda apparently counted for little. By 2011 al-Qaeda leaders were still complaining that the Islamic State paid them little heed. The American al-Qaeda spokesman Adam Gadahn even advised Osama Bin Laden “to sever [al-Qaeda’s] organizational ties” with the Islamic State of Iraq, as it amounted to an “imaginary state” whose controversial acts of extreme violence were tarnishing al-Qaeda’s name. Al-Qaeda had not ordered or advised the Islamic State’s behavior; in any case, the “ties” between the two groups had been “effectively cut for a number of years,” and the state of affairs ought to be made official.119

New, More Effective Leadership

By the time that Abu ‘Umar al-Baghdadi and Abu Hamza al-Muhajir were killed in a joint raid by U.S. and Iraqi forces near Tikrit on April 18, 2010, the Islamic State had lost any semblance of statehood. The year before his death, Abu Hamza was combatting charges that his state was a “paper state.”120 His wife, according to testimony given the Iraqi police, had once asked him: “Where is the Islamic State of Iraq that you’re talking about? We’re living in the desert!”121
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In illustration of the group's deprecating political relevance, the Pentagon in February 2008 reduced the bounty on Abu Hamza from $5 million to $100,000. “The current assessment, based on a number of factors, shows that he is not as an effective leader of al Qaeda in Iraq [i.e., the Islamic State of Iraq] as he was last year,” said a Pentagon spokesman. Meanwhile, Baghdadi’s influence appeared so marginal that U.S. officials in 2007 were led to believe he was an actor playing a fictional character. While this turned out not to be true, rumors of Baghdadi’s nonexistence persisted into 2009.

Within a month of their death, the Shura Council of the Islamic State appointed a new emir, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, who remains the group’s leader. Like his predecessor, the new Baghdadi claimed descent from Muhammad’s tribe of Quraysh and was hailed as the “commander of the faithful.” Yet it would be more than two years before he issued an audio address. In the meantime, the Islamic State’s media output declined precipitously. Official statements from the new leadership did not emerge until mid-2011, when an audio address appeared in the name of the Islamic State’s new official spokesman, Abu Muhammad al-’Adnani, a Syrian. Baghdad and ‘Adnani soon became the two most prominent voices of the group, frequently delivering audio messages.

The new leaders, who speak in exquisite classical Arabic, are far more gifted orators than their predecessors. Reliable information on the identities and backgrounds of the two men has only emerged in the last two years.

According to ‘Adnani, Baghdadi’s real name is Ibrahim ibn Awwad ibn Ibrahim ibn Ali ibn Muhammad al-Badri, born and raised in Samarra and educated in Baghdad. According to INTERPOL, he was born in 1971. The only biography of Baghdadi, written by Turki al-Bin’ali, appeared in August 2013. In addition to providing Baghdad’s lineage all the way back to the Prophet Muhammad, the biography asserts that Baghdadi received a doctorate in Islamic jurisprudence from the Islamic University in Baghdad, has written a book on Qur’anic recitation, and has worked as a preacher in various Iraqi mosques. In 2003 he formed a jihadi group, and in 2006 joined the Islamic State of Iraq as a judge and member of its Shari’a councils. Baghdadi was detained by U.S. forces between February and December 2004.

According to the State Department, ‘Adnani’s real name is Tah Subhi Falaha, born in 1977 near...

The Comeback

In late January 2012, the Islamic State appeared on the verge of a comeback. The group released a number of speeches proclaiming its imminent “return,” adding that it was winning new supporters daily. “The [Islamic] State will soon return, God willing, to all the areas that have been taken from it,” ‘Adnani said in February. Baghdad went a step further, announcing in July 2012 that the Islamic State “is returning anew, advancing to take control of the ground that it had and more...The Islamic State does not recognize synthetic borders, nor any citizenship besides Islam.” Drawing on mounting Sunni resentment toward the sectarian policies of Shi‘ite Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki, the speeches dwelled on Sunni grievances and the supposed Shi‘ite expansionist plot. Violence in Iraq indeed increased dramatically in 2012 with the Islamic State’s resurgence.

Meanwhile, in late 2011 Baghdadi had sent a contingent of fighters to Syria to form a jihadi group called Jabhat al-Nusra (“the Salvation Front”), which quickly grew in popularity as the leading Sunni rebel militant group in the Syrian civil war. At the time, however, neither Jabhat al-Nusra nor the Islamic State acknowledged their relationship.
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“The Islamic State was a mere joke. If anyone spoke of the Islamic Emirate all would give him looks of wonder and bewilderment, and perhaps follow with laughs of mockery and derision. An Islamic emirate in the 21st century!? But the peculiar joke transformed—with the arrival of the Islamic State of Iraq and Sham—into an explosive volcano, whose lava and rock all fear will get hold of them…a great ‘tsunami’ that will destroy everything”


During the period between April 9, 2013 and July 29, 2014 the Islamic State—previously respected by few—sought to project its sovereignty in Syria. Jihadis were ecstatic at the news of the Islamic State’s expansion; jihadism, however, was soon plagued by infighting, both on the battlefield and in the ideological realm. The ideological fissures that continue to divide Islamic State and al-Qaeda supporters emerged during this period.

Defying al-Qaeda

On April 9, 2013, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi released an audio statement announcing the Islamic State’s expansion to Sham, the Arabic word for greater Syria. Jabhat al-Nusra, he revealed, was “an extension of the Islamic State of Iraq.” Its emir, Abu Muhammad al-Jawlani, was one of the Islamic State’s “soldiers,” who had been sent to Syria with a number of colleagues on a secret mission. The names “the Islamic State of Iraq” and “Jabhat al-Nusra” were hereby void, he said, and the Islamic State of Iraq was retitled “the Islamic State of Iraq and Sham.” The “banner” of the new group would ultimately become “the banner of the caliphate, God willing.” After six and a half years of contraction, the Islamic State was back on the path of expansion.

Jawlani was not pleased, and the very next day he issued an audio statement of his own. Refusing to disband his group, he said that “the banner of the Front [i.e., Jabhat al-Nusra] will remain as it is with no changes.” Jawlani “reaffirmed” the group’s bay’a to al-Qaeda leader Ayman al-Zawahiri, and Jabhat al-Nusra became an official al-Qaeda affiliate. As Jawlani saw it, Zawahiri was his boss, not Baghdadi.

Despite Jawlani’s objection, the Islamic State moved to Syria anyway, drawing thousands of Jabhat al-Nusra fighters into its ranks. Neither side tolerated the other’s presence in Syria. In late May Zawahiri himself stepped into the fray to “decide the case,” as he put it. In a written directive leaked to Al Jazeera in June 2013, he annulled the Islamic State’s incorporation of Syria, ordering the groups to remain separate entities observing separate jurisdictions—Iraq and Syria respectively. Yet from Baghdadi’s perspective, Zawahiri was not his boss. As “the commander of the faithful,” he was not going to be told what to do.
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On June 15, Baghdadi rebutted Zawahiri, declaring that “the Islamic State of Iraq and Sham will endure, so long as we have a vein that pulses and an eye that bats.” Signaling its original expansionist nature, he added that “[the Islamic State] will not retreat from any spot of land to which it has expanded, and it will not diminish after enlarging.” Baghdadi declared Zawahiri’s directive unacceptable on account of “numerous legal and methodological objections.” He added that the Islamic State’s decision to defy al-Qaeda was made in consultation with the Islamic State’s Shura Council and Shari’a Committee.

In a follow-up audio message to Baghdadi’s, Adnani denounced Zawahiri’s edict more aggressively. “No one,” he thundered, “will stop us from aiding our brethren in Syria! No one will stop us from fighting the ‘Alawis’ and waging jihad in Syria! No one will stop us from remaining in Syria! Iraq and Syria will remain one theater, one front, one command!” He elaborated seven “objections” to Zawahiri’s edict: it was an order to commit a sin; it affirmed the Sykes-Picot division of the Middle East; it validated those “disobedient rebels” in the Jabhat al-Nusra leadership; it set a precedent for rebellion; it was made without properly consulting the parties to the dispute; it gratified the enemies of the mujahidin; and it senselessly demanded the withdrawal of mujahidin from Syria.

The case for Bay’a to Baghdad

Jihadi ideologues were divided over which side to support. One group dominated by younger jihadis opposed the Islamic State’s outright defiance of al-Qaeda.

The debate among jihadi scholars centered on bay’a. Described above as an oath of fealty, bay’a is more accurately the traditional contract of rule in Islamic law between commander and commanded. In 2006 the Islamic State claimed that Iraqi Sunnis refusing to give its leader bay’a were in a state of “sin.” Those supporting the Islamic State now argued that Muslim groups fighting in Syria were obligated to give bay’a to Baghdadi.

In 2013 a number of jihadi scholars made this case in online treatises. The first, in June, came from a Tunisian named Abu Ja’far al-Hattab, formerly a Shari’a Council member of the jihadi group Ansar al-Shari’a in Tunisia and now rumored to be an official in the Islamic State. Hattab identified two types of bay’a in Islamic law: “restricted” and “unrestricted.” A restricted bay’a is given to the leader of a militant group, such as Abu Mus‘ab al-Zarqawi as head of al-Qaeda in Iraq; its terms are limited, obligating obedience only in matters of jihad. An unrestricted bay’a is given to the head of a political community; its terms are unlimited, obligating obedience in all matters. According to Hattab, the Islamic State’s bay’a was unrestricted. The recipient of an unrestricted bay’a is traditionally expected to meet certain qualifications—required of the caliph—including being Muslim, male, free, a descendant of Quraysh, just, sound of mind, and learned. Hattab assured that Baghdadi possesses all these qualities.

Turki al-Bin’ali’s biography of Baghdadi, published on the website of Abu Muhammad al-
Maqdisi in August 2013, made similar arguments. Titled “Extend [Your] Hands to Give Bay’a to Baghdadi,” it emphasized Baghdadi’s eminent qualifications to be leader. Significantly, Bin’ali anticipated the Islamic State’s caliphate declaration in no uncertain terms, stating: “We ask God for the day to come when we will see our shaykh seated upon the throne of the caliphate.”

**The Case Against Bay’a to Baghdadi**

In November 2013, the two senior jihadi ideologues Maqdisi and Abu Qatada al-Filastini issued written statements against giving bay’a to Baghdadi in Syria.158

Abu Qatada’s short work took the form of an open letter to the mujahidin in Syria, advising them as a veteran jihadi and witness to countless battlefield gains squandered by inexperience, warning that the current “disunity and horrors” among Syrian mujahidin “terrify and horrify every admirer.”159 He blamed such divisions on jihadi leaders enamored of power, and no doubt had Baghdadi foremost in mind. Challenging Baghdadi’s title of “commander of the faithful,” Abu Qatada averred: “There exists no emir firmly established such that he should be treated as the caliph—or with similar names and titles.” Jihadi groups are fighting to achieve strength in order to establish the Islamic state, but no organization is yet worthy of that name. The Islamic State was not a real “state” but merely a “battlefield command” like other jihadi groups. In other words, the Islamic State’s was only a restricted bay’a. It was an error for mujahidin to fight for their organization “as if it is an end in itself and not a means [to an end].”160

Abu Qatada criticized fellow jihadi scholars promoting bay’a to Baghdadi in Syria. Their fatwas, he said, reflect “naïveté and childishness,” and their authors are “elementary students” or “pretenders to religious knowledge.” By categorically supporting one side in Syria they were making unity and reconciliation impossible.161

Maqdisi’s critique, a short memorandum to certain mujahidin in Syria soliciting his advice, touched on the same themes in a more measured tone. Maqdisi likewise denied the Islamic State’s claim to statehood or proto-caliphal status, and stressed “the clear difference between battlefield commands…and the politically capable state.”162 The path to proper Islamic statehood ought to follow certain “stages,” he said, that lead to “political capability.” Skipping any of these stages—i.e., declaring a state prematurely—was dangerous as it would foment civil war.163 Maqdisi advised “our brothers in Jabhat al-Nusra and our brothers in the Islamic State of Iraq and Sham” to fight “under one banner and under one emir.” That emir, however, was not Baghdadi. In an explicit rejection of Baghdadí’s status as emir, he emphasized that Syria’s jihadi leadership ought to be of Syrian origin, the better to appeal to the Syrian people.164

Despite Maqdisi and Abu Qatada’s attempts to rein in young, zealous jihadi scholars, the latter remained committed to the Islamic State.

**The Scholars Divided**

Abu Qatada and Maqdisi drew quick responses from pro-Islamic State jihadi scholars. The Jordanian ‘Umar Mahdi Zaydan (who like the Bahraini Bin’ali and the Tunisian Hattab now also lives in the Islamic State)165 rejected Abu Qatada’s charge
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that pro-Islamic State jihadis were “childish” for promoting bay’a to Baghdadi. 166 After naming 12 jihadi ideologues and their works supporting the Islamic State, Zaydan asked, “Are all of these naïve... and childish?”

Another response came from a member of the Shari’a Council on Maqdisi’s website, the anonymous Mauritanian scholar Abu ‘l-Mundhir al-Shinqiti. In a series of essays dated between September and January, Shinqiti took aim at the argument—made by Abu Qatada and Maqdisi—that the Islamic State was no state but rather merely a battlefield command.167 On the contrary, he said, it was unmistakably the “unrestricted imamate.” In other words, it was possessed of an unrestricted bay’a. How could it not be when those pledging bay’a called it a “state”?168

The battle lines between the two sides were thus drawn. Al-Qaeda supporters maintained that there was nothing special about the Islamic State as a jihadi group; it was a battlefield command with a restricted bay’a. Islamic State supporters countered that it was indeed special: it was a state with an unrestricted bay’a, thus giving it the potential to expand and conquer more territory. It was, as Bin’ali had suggested, the future caliphate.

The Reconciliation “Initiatives”

These debates held practical implications on the ground in Syria. The Islamic State not only conceived of itself as the “unrestricted imamate” with an “unrestricted bay’a,” it acted as such. With statehood there came a system of courts claiming exclusive jurisdiction, and as the Islamic State attempted to project its sovereignty in Syria it angered rival Sunni Muslim militant groups. In early January 2014 their anger developed into a military offensive against the Islamic State.

The crisis was precipitated by an escalating dispute in the town of Maskana on the eastern outskirts of Aleppo. Affiliates there of the Islamic Front, a Syrian Islamist umbrella organization, had clashed with the Islamic State, resulting in numerous casualties and prisoners on each side. The Islamic Front called for “an independent Shari’a court” to mediate the conflict, but the Islamic State would accept nothing of the sort.169 The Islamic Front reiterated its demand after one of its senior commanders was tortured and killed in Maskana by the Islamic State: “We warn the Islamic State organization not to follow in its regular manner by standing in the way of... an independent court.”170

Pro-Islamic State scholars opposed arbitration in an impartial court. Bin’ali wrote online that such third-party mediation would “infringe on the right of the Muslim sovereign and his state.”171 The Islamic State’s courts were the only courts that counted.

The question whether the Islamic State ought to accept arbitration, in Maskana and elsewhere, became a point of contention between jihadis. Pro-al-Qaeda jihadi leaders and scholars presented reconciliation “initiatives” based on the idea of an independent court. These came from Jabhat al-Nusra leader Jawlani,172 the Egyp-
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tians Hani al-Siba‘i and Tariq ‘Abd al-Halim, and the Saudi ‘Abdallah al-Muhaysini. The initiatives all called for an independent tribunal, an idea that the Islamic State could not accept. In an audio message on January 19, Baghdadi proposed a counter-initiative: an unconditional ceasefire. He explained that his state was only fighting in self-defense, and so anyone who desisted from fighting it would not be harmed.

Meanwhile, the pro-al-Qaeda Maqdisi was working on a more elaborate initiative to bridge the divide between the Islamic State and Jabhat al-Nusra. Maqdisi proposed that each group proffer its own judge; a third judge, selected by him, would be available if necessary. Bin‘ali was Maqdisi’s intermediary with the Islamic State leadership. The plan, however, went nowhere. In his correspondence with Maqdisi, Bin‘ali disabused his onetime teacher of the feasibility of these initiatives. “The State is the State,” he said. “Have you ever heard of the Prophet’s state, or the Rightly-Guided Caliphs’ state, or the Umayyad State, or the Abbasid State submitting to the judgment of an independent person?...We are a state, so how could you compel us to submit to the judgment of an independent court?...Don’t you know that an independent court means a different state?”

**The Break with al-Qaeda**

On February 2, 2014, al-Qaeda issued a statement officially dissociating itself from the Islamic State. The statement asserted that al-Qaeda was “not responsible for [the Islamic State’s] actions,” and that no organizational ties existed. The statement bracketed the Islamic State’s name with quotes and referred to it as a “group,” clearly dismissing its statehood claim.

Tensions between al-Qaeda and the Islamic State worsened in mid-2014 when Zawahiri publically clarified the historical relationship between the two groups. The Islamic State was no doubt originally a “branch” of al-Qaeda, he said. To make his case Zawahiri quoted previous correspondence in which Islamic State officials addressed the al-Qaeda leadership as “our commanders” and “our leaders.”

In one of these statements from 2010, the Islamic State had asked al-Qaeda when it should “renew its bay’a” to the group. ‘Adnani soon after countered Zawahiri’s claims in a heated audio message. “The [Islamic] State is no subservient branch of al-Qaeda, nor was it ever before,” he stated. He did not deny that Zawahiri’s quoted correspondence was genuine, but he claimed that deferential forms of address were used only out of respect. Furthermore, he contended, the Islamic State had never given al-Qaeda bay’a, and Zawahiri was unable to prove that it had.

The true nature of the groups’ relationship, according to ‘Adnani, was that the Islamic State acted independently within Iraq while deferring to al-Qaeda’s leadership beyond. Thus the Islamic State routinely flouted al-Qaeda’s orders in Iraq, said ‘Adnani, never following its “frequent requests to withhold from targeting the Shi’a masses.” Outside Iraq, however, the Islamic State acceded to al-Qaeda’s...
demands, not engaging, for example, in operations against Iran.

**Jihadism Divided**

The controversy over the Islamic State’s alleged *bay’a* to al-Qaeda has formed a key issue in the ongoing jihadi ideological debate. Pro-al-Qaeda jihadis have supported Zawahiri’s claim, while pro-Islamic State jihadis have followed ‘Adnani in disputing it. The point is crucial, for if the Islamic State was indeed merely a branch of al-Qaeda, its refusal to follow Zawahiri’s order to retreat to Iraq in May 2013 represented an act of insubordination. Without *bay’a*, the Islamic State was under no obligation to respect the order.

As the debate intensified in early 2014, pro-al-Qaeda jihadis began emphasizing the Islamic State’s tendency towards extreme violence and *takfir*, the excommunication of fellow Sunni Muslims. Some have even likened them to the Kharijites, a group from the first century of Islam known for its excess in *takfir*. The184 arguments, however, surfaced only after the reconciliation initiatives had failed.

Neutrality in the ideological conflict between the Islamic State and al-Qaeda has proved impossible. Maqdisi and others would try for months in 2014 to come to some kind of reconciliation with the Islamic State, but by late May 2014 even Maqdisi could hold out no longer. In a statement specifying “the obligatory position” to be adopted toward the group, he accused it of “deviating from the path of Divine Truth, being unjust to the mujahidin, following the road of extremism…refusing arbitration, declining reform, [and] disobeying the commands of its senior leaders and shaykhs.”

This debate would persist into the next period with the declaration of the caliphate.
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The Caliphate Unveiled (2014–present)

“In have been appointed to rule over you, though I am not the best among you…If you see that I do right, help me, and if you see that I do wrong, set me right. And obey me so long as I obey God touching you. If I disobey Him, no obedience is owed me from you”

– Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, Mosul, July 4, 2014, quoting the accession speech of Abu Bakr al-Siddiq (d. 634), first caliph of Sunni Islam

In June 2014 the Islamic State again made a surprise move, this time in Iraq. The group swept into western Iraq nearly unimpeded, conquering most of the country’s Sunni territories, including the city of Mosul. On June 29, it finally declared itself the caliphate in a triumphant audio address by Abu Muhammad al-‘Adnani. Henceforward the group was to be known simply as “the Islamic State,” ‘Adnani announced, no longer “the Islamic State of Iraq and Sham.” Its sovereignty was to extend across the entire world, not just Iraq and Syria. Five days later, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi made his first-ever public appearance, delivering a sermon from the pulpit of the great mosque of Mosul. Quoting the accession speech of the first Sunni Muslim caliph, he channeled the memory of the early Islamic caliphate.

The declaration of the caliphate was motivated by the group’s military momentum and takeover of Sunni Iraq, and by the onset of the holy month of Ramadan at the end of June. In his speech ‘Adnani noted that the Islamic State had come “to possess all the constituent elements of the caliphate,” and that Baghdadi—referred to now as Caliph Ibrahim—possessed all the necessary qualifications as caliph.

Pro-Islamic State scholars had increasingly favored such a declaration. Two months earlier, Bin’ali had penned an essay arguing that full political capability was not a prerequisite for declaring the caliphate. Maqdsi claims to have remarked upon hearing the title of this work: “The announcement declaring their organization the caliphate must be imminent.”

The Ideological Implications of the Caliphate

The formalization of the Islamic State’s status as the renascent caliphate modified the existing ideological debate among jihadis. Previously, the Islamic State’s status was the main matter of dispute; now al-Qaeda’s legitimacy was thrown into doubt.

The newly proclaimed caliphate called upon all Muslims throughout the world to give Baghdadi bay’a as caliph. As ‘Adnani stated, “We inform the Muslims that, with the announcement of the caliphate, it has become obligatory for all Muslims to give bay’a and support to Caliph Ibrahim.” Furthermore, all existing jihadi groups worldwide were expected to accept the Islamic State’s supreme authority: “Void is the legitimacy of all emirates, groups, administrations, and organizations to which his [i.e., Baghdadi’s] authority extends and his army comes.”
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The Islamic State ordered all able Muslims to emigrate to the territory under its control. Baghdadi stated in an audio address a few days after Adnani’s: “O Muslims in all places. Whoso is able to emigrate to the Islamic State, let him emigrate. For emigration to the Abode of Islam is obligatory.”

Al-Qaeda, in the Islamic State’s view, had become irrelevant to the pursuit of global jihad. Its affiliates were being ordered to dissolve themselves and join the Islamic State.

**To Give or Not to Give Bay’a**

Their legitimacy now challenged, al-Qaeda’s affiliates found it harder to maintain neutrality in the ongoing conflict between al-Qaeda and the Islamic State.

Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), the North African affiliate based in Algeria, quickly rejected the caliphate declaration in a statement released in mid-July. It reprieved the Islamic State for not consulting the al-Qaeda leadership, reaffirmed the group’s bay’a to Ayman al-Zawahiri, and called for reconciliation between the Islamic State and Jabhat al-Nusra in Syria. Nonetheless, some members split away to join the Islamic State, forming a new group called “Soldiers of the Caliphate in the Land of Algeria.”

Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP), the Arabian al-Qaeda affiliate based in Yemen, has also experienced infighting over the Islamic State. According to one well-informed analysis from November 2014, “a groundswell of enthusiasm for [the Islamic State] is emerging among the ranks of insurgents in Yemen.” At least two prominent AQAP-aligned scholars, ‘Abd al-Majid al-Hitari and Ma’mun Hatim, support the Islamic State’s caliphal claims.

Perhaps frustrated by the meager reception of the caliphate among the affiliates, the Islamic State in late 2014 tried to force their hand. In early November the group orchestrated a series of bay’as issued as audio statements online. These came from Saudi Arabia, Yemen, the Sinai Peninsula in Egypt, Libya, and Algeria; only the Sinai and Algerian pledges, however, were issued by established groups. A week later Baghdadi released an audio address “accepting” the bay’as and declaring the Islamic State to have expanded to those areas.

Except in the Sinai, where the “Sinai Province” has issued statements and videos, the intended “provinces” of the Islamic State have been slow to materialize. Indeed, the effort may have the opposite of the intended effect in Yemen, where Ma’mun Hatim, a known Islamic State supporter, rejected the November Yemeni bay’a. Hatim wrote that AQAP ought to be convinced to give bay’a to Baghdadi as a group. Certain jihadi giving bay’a in Yemen before the time is right, he said, will only divide jihadi ranks during a time that division cannot be afforded. The November bay’a also provoked AQAP’s leadership to reject the Islamic State forcefully, as AQIM had done in July.

**Al-Qaeda’s Counter-Caliph**

The central al-Qaeda leadership reacted to the June 29 caliphate declaration in unforeseen fashion. Rather than immediately denouncing the Islamic
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State’s new caliphate, al-Qaeda responded by proposing its own counter-caliph: Taliban leader Mullah Muhammad ‘Umar, head of the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan since 1996.\textsuperscript{200} Like the Islamic State’s Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, Mullah ‘Umar holds the title “commander of the faithful,” which previously seemed merely ceremonial. Beginning in mid-July, however, al-Qaeda began to play up the caliphal implication in the title.

On July 13, al-Qaeda released an old video of Osama Bin Laden describing Mullah ‘Umar in nearly caliphal terms.\textsuperscript{201} The poor-quality film, from mid-June 2001, shows Bin Laden delivering a lecture on the significance of a recent meeting between George W. Bush and Russian President Vladimir Putin. In the question-and-answer session following, Bin Laden is asked to clarify the nature of his bay’a to Taliban leader Mullah ‘Umar. While widely known that al-Qaeda members in the Afghanistan-Pakistan area give bay’a to Mullah ‘Umar, the terms of that bay’a have been less clear.\textsuperscript{202} The questioner inquires into them: “You have remarked that you gave bay’a to the Commander of the Faithful Mullah ‘Umar. Is this bay’a the supreme bay’a, or is it [merely] a temporary bay’a leading toward the supreme bay’a?”

The term supreme bay’a, equivalent to the unrestricted bay’a encountered above, relates to the “supreme imamate,” a synonym for the caliphate. The questioner was asking Bin Laden if he had a contract of allegiance to Mullah ‘Umar as putative caliph. The answer was an emphatic yes.

Bin Laden responded: “Our bay’a to the commander of the faithful is a supreme bay’a. It is founded on Qur’anic prooftexts and prophetic hadith...It is incumbent upon every Muslim to affirm in his heart that he has given bay’a to the Commander of the Faithful Mullah ‘Umar. This is the supreme bay’a.” Although Bin Laden did not use the term caliph or caliphal, he clearly had the caliphal institution in mind. In the same question he was asked: “What are the necessary qualifications that the caliph of the Muslims must meet?” Traditionally one of these qualifications is descent from the Prophet Muhammad’s tribe of Quraysh, and in this regard Mullah ‘Umar does not qualify. But Bin Laden argued that the Taliban leader was not disqualified on this count, citing the legal precedent that the qualification can be ignored in the event of necessity or weakness.\textsuperscript{203}

Not all al-Qaeda leaders, however, agreed with Bin Laden. Zawahiri, for instance, had argued the opposite case. In 2008, asked the same question posed to Bin Laden above, Zawahiri responded: “Mullah Muhammad ‘Umar—may God protect him—is the emir of the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan and whoever joins it, Shaykh Osama Bin Laden—may God protect him—being one of his soldiers. As for the commander of the faithful across the world, this is the leader of the caliphal state that we, along with every faithful Muslim, are striving to restore, God willing.”\textsuperscript{204} Here Zawahiri denied that all Muslims must give bay’a to Mullah ‘Umar, the caliph-in-waiting having not yet emerged.

From mid-2014 onwards, however, Zawahiri changed his position and led a campaign to portray Mullah ‘Umar as the proto-caliph. On July 19, al-Qaeda released a new newsletter, al-Nafir, the first words of which were as follows: “[Al-Nafir] begins its first issue with the renewal of the bay’a to the Commander of the Faithful Mullah Muhammad ‘Umar, the mujahid—may God protect him—and it affirms that al-Qaeda and its branches in
all locals are soldiers in his army, acting under his victorious banner, by God's help and His grant of success, until the Shari'a prevails...until every part of the land of Islam is liberated...until the Islamic conquests again take place...and return all the violated lands of Islam to the coming caliphal state, God willing.”

Al-Qaeda continued this theme in September when it announced the formation of a new affiliate, al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent (AQIS). Again, Zawahiri stressed the supreme leadership of Mullah ‘Umar: “The establishment of this new branch is good news for the Muslims in all the world that the call of jihad under the leadership of the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan, by God's bounty, is enlarging and expanding.” In line with Zawahiri, the AQIS leader described the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan as “the hope of the [Muslim] community for the revival of the caliphate.” Al-Qaeda’s propaganda was now portraying Afghanistan, not Iraq, as the seat of the long-awaited caliphate.

Following the Bin Laden video and the newsletter, the former pro-Islamic State ideologue Abu ‘l-Mundhir al-Shinqiti came out in favor of al-Qaeda’s proposition of Mullah ‘Umar as caliph. This Mauritanian jihadi scholar caused an uproar in July with a fatwa rejecting the Islamic State’s caliphate declaration on the grounds that Mullah ‘Umar was already caliph. Shinqiti argued that the Islamic State’s announcement did not have the interests of the Muslim community in mind, in that it aimed to settle a score with Jabhat al-Nusra. He furthermore criticized the Islamic State for failing to contest with Mullah ‘Umar, who had been caliph in his view since 1996. In his thinking, the Shari’a does not strictly speaking distinguish between emir and caliph. Therefore the first Muslim leader to be given bay’a as the leader of a large polity ipso facto becomes caliph, with priority claim to the title. Like Bin Laden, Shinqiti also countered the charge that Mullah ‘Umar is disqualified on the grounds of not descending from Quraysh.

Islamic State supporters were naturally outraged at the idea of a challenger to Baghdadi. At least six pro-Islamic State jihadis wrote refutations of al-Qaeda and Shinqiti. The authors enumerated multiple reasons why Mullah ‘Umar cannot be caliph: he is not from Quraysh; he participated in the United Nations; the caliph cannot exist only in theory but must enjoy real political power, as does Baghdadi; the terms of his bay’a as caliph must be clearly understood by all concerned (“How can Mullah ‘Umar be caliph and no one has known this until now?”); and the caliph must espouse proper Salafi theology as jihadi do, not the Maturidism of the Taliban.

Ongoing Ideological Warfare

The ongoing conflict between the Islamic State and al-Qaeda is most evident in the ideological and media fronts. It is now the norm for jihadi web forums to identify—even openly—with one group or the other. The ideological landscape is further defined by hyperactive groups of disputatious jihadi scholars. On the one side stand the younger, pro-Islamic State jihadis, affiliated with upstart media outlets on Twitter, and on the other stands a contingent of

older, pro-al-Qaeda jihadis affiliated with the websites of several senior jihadi scholars.

Two online outfits exemplify this state of affairs. One is the Ghuraba’ Media Foundation, a pro-Islamic State group that publishes its material via Twitter, and each week publishes essays, books, and poems devoted to defending the Islamic State against its detractors. It hosts a coterie of regular contributors, including two Mauritians, an Iraqi, a Moroccan, a Sudanese, and several others of unidentifiable origin. The second outfit is the website of Abu Muhammad al-Maqdisi, Minbar al-Tawhid wa’l-Jihad ("The Pulpit of God’s Unity and Jihad"), which includes a number of regular writers hostile to the Islamic State.

These two groups see each other as locked in an unending ideological war over the direction of jihadism. In mid-August 2014 a Ghuraba’ author addressed Minbar: “Your battle with the Islamic State is surely a losing battle. So pick up your pens and ready your paper, for this is a battle that will endure, not expire…The Ghuraba’ Media Foundation has been and will remain the redoubtable fortress for the defense of the truthful mujahidin, as we deem them, of the Islamic State.”

Indeed, this battle of pens is not letting up. In late August one Minbar scholar put together a summa of the criticisms used to repudiate the Islamic State’s caliphate declaration. In mid-September a Ghuraba’ scholar responded with a point-by-point rebuttal. Most recently, the two outfits sparred over the validity of the Islamic State’s immolation of Jordanian pilot Mu’adh al-Kasasiba in January 2015. In general, Ghuraba’ is far more prolific than Minbar and other competitors. If productivity is any measure, the pro-Islamic State jihadis are winning.

210. Its Twitter handle as of this writing is @alghuraba_ar11. For an archive of Ghuraba’ writings see http://justpaste.it/archivealghuraba.
Conclusion

The rise of the Islamic State in 2013–2014 has energized the jihadi movement, attracting tens of thousands of young Muslims around the globe. While the Islamic State had hoped for this level of zeal from its 2006 founding, its initial efforts failed. Sectarian turmoil in Iraq and Syria has given the group a new lease on life, and allowed it to pursue its original caliphal vision.

The Islamic State’s harsh strain of Jihadi-Salafi ideology is now more popular today than ever. As long as the Islamic State maintains the trappings of an actual state in Iraq and Syria—or beyond—governing territory and dispensing justice, support for the group and its ideology will continue to grow. While the U.S.-led air campaign beginning in August 2014 has so far arrested the Islamic State’s momentum, it remains unclear whether the campaign will reverse its advance. At all events, political turmoil elsewhere in the Middle East, particularly in Libya and Yemen, is creating conditions conducive to the Islamic State’s intended expansion.

Regardless of the coalition’s long-term success, the military campaign can actually strengthen the Islamic State’s ideology by lending credence to its conspiratorial worldview: namely, the view that the region’s Shi’a are conspiring with the United States and secular Arab rulers to limit Sunni power in the Middle East. The U.S. pursuit of a nuclear deal with Iran contributes to this perception. The military campaign also bodes poorly for U.S. homeland security. The Islamic State has long prioritized the Middle East over the West, focusing on seizing and holding territory in its home theater, then bringing down neighboring governments. The air campaign, however, has apparently altered the group’s strategic calculus. On September 21, 2014, Islamic State official spokesman Abu Muhammad al-‘Adnani called on all supporters to kill Westerners arbitrarily throughout the world—Americans, Canadians, Australians, and their allies, both civilians and military personnel. This call is being met, with Islamic State-inspired attacks having occurred in these countries. Never before has the group seemed so intent on targeting the West. In another speech on January 26, 2015, ‘Adnani repeated his call.

Nonetheless, it remains regional governments and their citizens who are most threatened by the Islamic State. Ultimately, they must lead this war, not the United States.

The seemingly unbridgeable division between supporters of the Islamic State and supporters of al-Qaeda might appear to be a positive development; this is not the case. This division is now a fixture of the jihadi organizational and ideological landscape, and profound competition between organizations and ideologues consumes much time and effort. So far, however, jihadis outside the Syrian theater have show few signs of coming to blows over the intra-jihadi struggle. Indeed, AQAP and an Islamic State supporter collaborated in the Paris attacks in January 2015. Rather than a cause for hope, this competition is a testament to the increasing political salience of jihadism globally. Jihadism has become a movement capable of sustaining such division.


Bringing the Islamic State down to size is certainly a necessary step toward reversing this trend. The longer the group enjoys a plausible claim to statehood, the more likely its organizational and ideological unity will remain intact. Yet if the Islamic State can again be reduced from a plausible “caliphate” to an ignominious “paper state,” and if its larger-than-life ruler can be eliminated, the group may never recover. A withering statelet with an unremarkable leader, as the Islamic State saw in the earlier period of its existence, makes for poor propaganda.
APPENDIX
The Islamic State’s Creed and Path

Translator’s note: The following four extracts, drawn from audio statements issued by the Islamic State between 2007 and 2014, elaborate the main lines of its “creed and path” (‘aqida wa-manhaj). The first is a précis of the creed and path, drawing on an earlier and longer composition by al-Qaeda in Iraq from 2005. The second, third, and fourth extracts provide something of an update, introducing several points of ideology that apply only since the declaration of the caliphate in June 2014.

“Some of Our Fundamentals,”
Abū ‘Umar al-Baghdādī, March 13, 2007

People have attributed to us numerous lies having no basis in our creed (‘aqida). They have claimed that we hereticize the generality of Muslims, that we deem licit the shedding of their blood and the taking of their property, and that we compel people to join our state with the sword.

Against [these charges], these are some of our fundamentals that refute those lies, [presented here] so that there not remain any excuse for a liar, nor any doubt for a supporter.

First: We believe in the necessity of destroying and eradicating all manifestations of idolatry (shirk) and [in the necessity of] prohibiting those things that lead to it, on account of what the Imam Muslim transmitted in his Sahih on the authority of Abu ‘l-Hayaj al-Asadi, who said: “Ali ibn Abi Talib—may God be pleased with him—said to me: Should I not urge you to do what the Messenger of God—may God bless and save him—urged me to do? That you not leave a statue without obliterating it, or a raised grave without leveling it?”

Second: The rejectionists [i.e., the Shi’a] are a group of idolatry and apostasy; in addition, they inhibit the performance of many of Islam’s unambiguous rites.

Third: We believe in the unbelief and apostasy of the sorcerer and in the necessity of killing him, [and we believe in] not accepting his repentance—as regards judgments in this [lower] world—after he has been apprehended. ‘Umar ibn al-Khattab—may God be pleased with him—said: “The punishment of the sorcerer is a strike with the sword.”

Fourth. We do not hereticize any Muslim who prays in the direction of our qibla [i.e., the Ka’ba in Mecca] on account of sins, such as fornication, drinking alcohol, and theft, so long as he does not consider it to be licit. Our position on faith is a middle way between the extremist Kharijites and the lax Murji’ites, whose utter the two professions of faith and manifests to us Islam—so long as he does not engage in one of the nullifiers of the nullifiers of Islam—we accord him the treatment accorded Muslims, and we entrust his soul to God, who is most high. [Our position on faith is furthermore] that unbelief is of two kinds, greater and lesser, and that a judgment [of unbelief] falls on whoever commits it [whether] in creed, word, or deed. However, hereticizing the specific individual among them and judging him to be destined for hellfire forever is conditional upon the establish-

218. The earlier composition, ʿAḥdhihi ʿaqidatunā wa-manhajunā, is found at http://www.tawhed.ws/r?i=ygz0yz64, and is different from that translated by Bernard Haykel in Global Salafism, 51-56.
Fifth. We believe in the necessity of appealing for judgment to God’s law, by means of bringing cases before the Shari’a courts in the Islamic State and seeking them out in the absence of knowledge of them. For appealing for judgment to the taghut [lit., “idol”] of man-made laws and tribal decisions and the like is among the nullifiers of Islam. God said: “Whoever judges not according to what God has revealed—they are the unbelievers” (Q. 5:44).222

Sixth. We believe in the necessity of revering the Prophet—may God bless and save him—and of prohibiting disputation with him,223 and [we believe in] the unbelief and apostasy of whoever disparages his honored stature and position, or the stature of his pure family and blameless companions among the four Rightly-Guided Caliphs and the remainder of the companions and [their] families. God—who is most high—said: “Surely we have sent thee as a witness, good tidings to bear, and warning, that you may believe in God and His Messenger and succor Him, and reverence Him, and that you may give Him glory at the dawn and in the evening” (Q. 48:9–10). And He said, describing [the Prophet’s] companions: “Muhammad is the Messenger of God, and those who are with him are hard against the unbelievers, merciful one to another. Thou seest them bowing, prostrating, seeking bounty from God and good pleasure. Their mark is on their faces, the trace of prostration. That is their likeness in the Torah, and their likeness in the Gospel: as a seed that puts forth its shoot, and strengthens it, and it grows stout and rises straight upon its stalk, pleasing the sowers, that through them He may enrage the unbelievers. God has promised those of them who believe and do deeds of righteousness forgiveness and a mighty wage” (Q. 49:29).

Seventh. We believe that secularism in the multiplicity of its banners and the variety of its programs, such as nationalism, patriotism, Communism, and Ba’thism, is flagrant unbelief, nullifying Islam and expelling one from the religion. Furthermore, we believe in the unbelief and apostasy of whoever participates in the political process, such as the parties of [Salih] al-Mutlaq, [Tah] al-Dulaymi, and [Tariq] al-Hashimi, among others, on account of what is in this process of substitution of the law of God—Who is most high—and empowerment of the enemies of God among the crusaders, the Shi’as, and all the other apostates over the necks of God’s believing servants. God—who is most high—said concerning whoever agrees with the idolaters in substituting something of God’s law: “The Satans inspire their friends to dispute with you; if you obey them, you are idolaters” (Q. 6:121). Likewise we believe that the path of the Islamic Party [i.e., the party of Tariq al-Hashimi] is a path of unbelief and apostasy; it is not different in its path and conduct from the rest of the paths of unbelief and apostasy, such as the party of [Ibrahim] al-Ja’fari and [Iyad] al-Allawi. Furthermore, [we believe that] their leaders are apostates, there being no difference to us between a government official and a branch director. [However,] we do not believe in the unbelief of the generality of those entering [the political process], so long as legal proof has not [yet] been furnished for them.

Eighth. We believe in the unbelief and apostasy of whoever extends to the occupier and his supporters any kind of assistance—such as clothing, food, medical treatment, etc.—that helps him and strengthens him. And [we believe that] by virtue of this act he becomes a target for us whose blood is licit to shed.

Ninth. We believe that jihad in God’s path is an individual obligation, from the fall of al-Andalus until the liberation of [all] Muslim lands, and [that it is an individual obligation] in the presence of a pious person or an impious person. And [we believe that] the greatest of sins after disbelief in God is barring from jihad in God’s path at the time when it is an

222. Quotations from the Qur’an are based on the translation by A.J. Arberry.
individual obligation. Ibn Hazm said: “No sin after disbelief in God is greater than the sin of forbidding jihad against the unbelievers and commanding the surrender of the Muslim’s women to them on account of the sinfulness of a Muslim man whom others do not call to account for his sinfulness.”

**Tenth.** We believe that lands in which the laws of unbelief prevail, and in which the judgments of unbelief predominate over the judgments of Islam, are lands of unbelief. This does not mean that we hereticize all the inhabitants of [these] lands. Since the judgments that prevail in all the lands of Islam today are the judgments of the *taghut* and his law, we believe in the unbelief and apostasy of all the rulers and armies of these states, and [we believe that] fighting them is of greater necessity than fighting the occupying crusader. Therefore it is necessary for us to make known that we will fight any forces warring against the Islamic State of Iraq, even if they have Arabic and Islamic names. We advise them and warn them not to be a scapegoat for the occupier, as has been suggested [as a way] to solve the crisis of the occupying crusader in Iraq.

**Eleventh.** We believe in the necessity of fighting the police and army of the state of the *taghut* and apostasy and what arises from them of appellations, such as the defense [force] for oil facilities and the like. And we believe in the necessity of destroying and eradicating any building or facility that it becomes clear to us will be taken by the *taghut* as a station.

**Twelfth.** We believe that the factions of the People of the Book [i.e., Christians and Jews], and those of their ilk such as the Sabeans and others, are today in the Islamic State a people of war not enjoying a status of protection. They have violated what they agreed upon [with the Muslims] in numerous, countless regards. Therefore if they desire security and safety, they must create a new pact with the Islamic State in accordance with the conditions of the Pact of `Umar\(^{224}\) that they violated.

**Thirteenth.** We believe that the members of the jihadi groups active in the theater are our brothers in religion; we do not charge them with unbelief or iniquity. However, [we believe that] they are sinners on account of their holding back from the duty of the age, which is coming together under one banner.

**Fourteenth.** Any group or person who makes an agreement with the warring occupier, [that agreement] is of no consequence to us. Rather it is void and rejected. We thus warn the occupier against striking any secret or open accords without the permission of the Islamic State.

**Fifteenth.** We believe in the necessity of respecting the active and truthful religious scholars (*`ulama*`). We defend them and we follow their lead in the event of calamities and misfortunes; and we expose those who follow the path of the *taghut* or compromise with it on any matter of God’s religion.

**Sixteenth.** We recognize the due of those who have gone before us in jihad. We grant them their station, and we provide well for them touching their family and property.

**Seventeenth.** We believe in the necessity of setting freeing Muslim prisoners and women from the hands of the unbelievers, by means of raiding or ransoming. The Messenger of God—may God bless and save him—said: “Set free the captive.” Likewise we believe in the necessity of caring for their families and the families of the martyrs. [The Messenger of God]—upon him be blessing and salvation—said: “He who provisions a warrior, he himself has made war; he who provides well for a warrior touching his family, he himself has made war.”

**Eighteenth.** We believe in the necessity of educating the [Muslim] community in the matters of their religion, even if [this means that] some of the fortunes of this world will escape them. And we obligate [them to learn] of worldly knowledge that

---

\(^{224}\) In Islamic tradition, a pact reached between the second Sunni Muslim caliph, `Umar ibn al-Khaṭṭāb (d. 644), and certain Christians of Syria, stipulating the rights and duties of the latter.
which the [Muslim] community requires; what is beyond that is permitted so long as it does not violate the ordinances of the monotheistic law.

Nineteenth. We believe in prohibiting all that calls to impropriety or assists it, such as the satellite [T.V.] device. And we impose on woman the legal obligation to cover her face and to refrain from going out unveiled and from mixing [with men], and the requirement of chastity and purity. God—Who is most high—said: "Those who love that impropriety should be spread abroad concerning them who believe—there awaits them a painful chastisement in the present world and the world to come. And God knows, and you know not" (Q. 24:19).

"This is the Promise of God," Abu Muhammad al-ʻAdnani, June 29, 2014

After the Islamic State came, by God’s bounty, to possess all the constituent elements of the caliphate—which Muslims are sinning for failing to establish—and it became clear that no impediment or legal excuse exists to absolve the Islamic State of the sin of its delaying or not establishing the caliphate, the Islamic State, represented by the ahl al-hall wa'l-ʻaqd (lit., “those who loose and bind”), including senior figures, leaders, commanders, and the Shura Council, has decided to announce the establishment of the Islamic Caliphate, the appointment of a caliph for the Muslims, and the giving of bay’a [i.e., fealty] to the mujahid shaykh, the learned, the active, and the devout, the warrior and the renewer, the descendant of the Prophet’s house, Ibrahim ibn ‘Awad ibn Ibrahim ibn ‘Ali ibn Muhammad, the Badri, the Qurashi, the Hashimi, and the Husayni by descent, the Samarra’i by birth and upbringing, and the Baghdadi by learning and residence. He has accepted the bay’a, becoming thereby the leader and caliph for the Muslims in all places...

We inform the Muslims that, with the announcement of the caliphate, it has become obligatory for all Muslims to give bay’a and support to Caliph Ibrahim—may God protect him. Void is the legitimacy of all emirates, groups, administrations, and organizations to which his authority extends and his army comes...

A message to all groups and organizations waging jihad, working to support God’s religion, and raising the slogans of Islam, and [a message] to the leaders and commanders: We say, Fear you God… We see no legal excuse for you to delay supporting this state…It is the caliphate! The time has come for you to end this lethal division and separation and disunity...

O soldiers of the groups and organizations. Know that after this political capability and the establishment of the caliphate, the legitimacy of your groups and organizations is void. It is not permissible for any of you who believe in God not to profess loyalty (wala’) to the caliph…And know that nothing has delayed victory, and continues to delay it, more so than the existence of these groups; they are the cause of division and difference…

“A message to the Mujahidin and the Muslim community in the Month of Ramadan,” July 1, 2014

O Muslims in all places, rejoice, take heart, and hold your heads high! For today you have, by God’s bounty, a state and caliphate that will renew your dignity and strength, that will recover your rights and your sovereignty: a state joining in brotherhood non-Arab and Arab, white and black, easterner and westerner; a caliphate joining together the Caucasian, Indian, and Chinese, the Syrian, Iraqi, Yemeni, Egyptian, and North African, the American, Frenchman, German, and Australian.
God has brought their hearts together, and they have become, by God’s grace, brothers loving together in God, standing in one trench, defending one another… Their blood has mixed under one banner and for one purpose…

O Muslims, come to your state. Yes, your state! Come! Syria is not for Syrians, and Iraq is not for Iraqis. The earth belongs to God! He bestows it on whom He wills of His servants…

O Muslims in all places. Whoso is able to emigrate to the Islamic State, let him emigrate. For emigration (hijra) to the Abode of Islam (Dar al-Islam) is obligatory. God—Who is most high—said: “And those the angels take, while still they are wronging themselves—the angels will say, ‘In what circumstances were you?’ They will say, ‘We were abased in the earth.’ The angels will say, ‘But was not God’s earth wide, so that you might have emigrated in it?’ Such men, their refuge shall be hellfire—an evil homecoming!” (Q. 4:97)...

“Though the Unbelievers Be Averse,”
Abu Bakr al-Baghdādī, November 13, 2014

O Muslims, be assured, for your state is well and in the best of conditions. Its advance will not cease, and it will continue expanding, God willing, “though the unbelievers be averse” (Q. 9:32, 40:14, 61:8).

O Muslims, rejoice, for we bring you good news of the announcement of the Islamic State’s expansion to new lands: to the Land of the Two Holy Places [i.e., Mecca and Medina] and Yemen, and to Egypt, Libya, and Algeria. We announce the acceptance of the bay’a229 of those who gave us bay’a from among our brothers in those lands, the voiding of the names of the organizations in them, their declaration as new provinces of the Islamic State, and the appointment of governors (wulat, sing. wali) over them. Likewise we announce the acceptance of the bay’a(s) of those who gave us bay’a from among the organizations and individuals in all those named provinces and elsewhere, and we ask every individual from among them to join with the nearest province about him and to hear and obey its governor appointed by us…

229. The five new “provinces” of the Islamic State had given bay’a to Abū Bakr al-Baghdādī simultaneously on November 10, 2014. Each issued an identical bay’a pledge that reads as follows: “In obedience to the command of God—Who is all-powerful and all-glorious—and in obedience to His Messenger—may God bless and save him—to be not divided and to cling to community, we announce our giving of bay’a to the Caliph Ibrāhīm ibn ʿAwwād ibn Ibrāhīm al-Ḥusayn al-Qurashi; hearing and obeying, in what is agreeable and what is disagreeable, and in what is difficult and what is easy, observing [his] prerogative [to appoint commanders], and not disputing the command of those in authority, except in the event that we see an act of flagrant unbelief and we have proof thereof from God. We call on the Muslims in all places to give bay’a to the caliph and to support him, in obedience to God and in order to carry out the forsaken duty of the age.” For the Arabic text see the transcript of one of the five statements, “Bayān min mujāhidī ʿl-Yaman bi-bay’at khalīfat al-muslimīn,” Muʿassasat al-Bunyān, November 10, 2014, at http://www.jihadica.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Yemen-baya.pdf.
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